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ABSTRACT 
 
 This thesis covers the challenges of creating and maintaining an introductory 
engineering laboratory. The history of the University of Illinois Electrical and Computer 
Engineering department’s introductory course, ECE 110, is recounted.  The current state 
of the course, as of Fall 2008, is discussed along with current challenges arising from the 
use of a hand-wired prototyping board with logic gates.  A plan for overcoming these 
issues using a new microcontroller-based board with a pseudo hardware description 
language is discussed.  The new microcontroller based system implementation is 
extensively detailed along with its new accompanying description language.  This new 
system was tried in several sections of the Fall 2008 semester alongside the old system; 
the students’ final performances with the two different approaches are compared in terms 
of design, performance, complexity, and enjoyment.  The system in its first run shows 
great promise, increasing the students’ enjoyment, and improving the performance of 
their designs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 Introductory electrical engineering courses that are required for all incoming 
students present many challenges for the course designer, especially if the course 
includes a lab component.  These issues include the choice of theme, structure, material, 
and implementation of the course.  There are several different approaches that different 
instructors/institutions have taken to solve these problems.  Most colleges/universities use 
a digital logic course in the freshman year as the introduction to ECE [1-4], while some 
delay the ECE course until the sophomore year, allowing the students’ skills to develop 
in the prerequisite areas of math and physics.  Many introductory courses incorporate a 
laboratory component to give the students hands-on experience and basic laboratory 
skills required for more advanced courses. 
 Choosing projects to include in the lab component is even more challenging.  
Many schools choose to base the laboratory experience around digital logic projects.  The 
choice of digital logic is appropriate as it requires the least amount of mathematical skill 
and easily lends itself to labs using transistor-transistor logic (TTL) gates or field 
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).  Using FPGAs is cumbersome, however, because of 
the time required to train the students in the use of a hardware description language 
(HDL) and synthesis tools for FPGA.  Therefore, the scope of projects is sometimes 
limited to simple circuits that can be prototyped with TTL chips and protoboards to 
eliminate the HDL training.  Either approach is complicated by the increasing range of 
student experiences and knowledge as noted in [1] and by the author in his own 
laboratory. 
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 The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has taken a different approach to 
introducing students to ECE.  A broader approach is taken, exposing the students to most 
of the areas of ECE in ECE 110 – first outlined in [2] by the originators. The current 
freshman laboratory at Illinois uses a design project to focus the content of the labs.  
There are 10 directed labs consisting of a few proof of concept labs for basic circuit laws 
and introduction to laboratory test equipment, followed by the labs which lead to the 
construction of a line-following autonomous car.   This project takes up over half the 
semester and the students are presented with the needed components for the design in 
different laboratory sections.  This approach has been evolving for about 15 years.  
During this time the course has changed significantly to deal with several additional 
challenges that have arisen because of the evolution of the course material and the scope 
of the course in the curriculum.   
 The author arrived as a teaching assistant for the laboratory of the course.  During 
his time teaching, he came across the challenges that are described in the next chapter.  
Chapter 3 details the proposed solutions and reasoning for the chosen solution.  Chapter 4 
spells out the implementation details of this solution.  Chapter 5 discusses the evaluation 
methods used and results of the first integration of the solution.  Finally, Chapter 6 delves 
into the future work needed to help complete the integration of the material. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
 
Most schools use digital logic design as the basis for their introductory course.  
This choice seems to be made as it has the lowest math requirements and lends itself to 
easily constructed laboratories.  These digital logic design courses tend to focus on the 
basic digital logic designing from Boolean algebra, K-maps, and state machines.  
Laboratories usually range from designing simple TTL based circuits to FPGA 
minicomputer robots.  Also several schools use robots to help grab the students’ 
attention.  The Virginia Military Institute uses prebuilt car bases similar to ECE 110, but 
they have students program the robots manually, so the machines are not autonomous [1].  
Duke University uses several microcontroller robots to perform several subtasks as part 
of a large team-based project [4].  The robots are required to act autonomously and 
respond to several types of stimuli.  Georgia Institue of Technology (Georgia Tech) uses 
a very complex mini-computer on a FPGA robot [5].  Their laboratory not only requires 
learning to use FPGAs, but also a basic assembly language which the students use to 
program the robot to navigate an obstacle course.  Georgia Tech also uses a prebuilt car 
body with the FPGA board already attached. 
In some ways the University of Illinois’ approach is not unique, as others do 
similar overview courses.  The United States Naval Academy uses the idea of 
signals/information and signal processing to tie together several diverse ECE topics [3].  
They also manage to incorporate several interesting labs for a very short introductory 
course, particularly for the average incoming student’s skill set.  Duke University 
outlined a similar course in 2007 [4]. The course presented in [4] centers around basic 
signals concepts of physical interfacing to the world, transmitting information and 
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energy, and signal processing. Duke closely ties the lecture and the laboratory together 
using a semester-long robotic project.  The author will expand on the University of 
Illinois introductory course, ECE 110, in the next chapter. 
 In other ways, ECE 110 is significantly different from most other schools’ 
introductory courses.  The course was originally developed in 1993 as an optional 
elective course with two main goals: motivate engineering prerequisites of math and 
physics, and introduce students to the entire spectrum of ECE and its connections, 
thereby helping students to choose areas of focus for their advanced studies.  Originally, 
the diverse areas of ECE were all connected through the lab project of designing and 
building an autonomous robot car.  Another unique aspect of ECE 110 is the structure of 
the course, since the lecture was initially designed to support the laboratory.  Material 
would be presented broadly or qualitatively in laboratory and the details and quantitative 
aspects would be dealt with in the lecture.  In the laboratory, the students would, in 
checkpoint fashion, begin to build up the car and navigation control circuitry, while 
learning the basics skills shared by most electrical and computer engineers.  Also the 
laboratory gave the students time to personally and freely experiment with the parts 
involved to enhance their understanding and build experimentation skills. 
 In its more than 15 years of existence, ECE 110 has gone through many major 
changes.  Initially, the course was an optional elective for eligible students in the spring 
semester.  The instructors would approve the students who could take the course.  The 
students would be chosen based on their first semester performance in courses.  The plan 
from the beginning was to integrate the course as a required part of the curriculum and 
for it to be used as a prerequisite for the rest of the ECE curriculum replacing the current 
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initial laboratory.  This integration opens the course to a very broad set of student 
abilities, interests, and dedication to learning the material.  After its integration as the first 
introductory course in the ECE department, the General Engineering (GE) department 
made the course part of its required curriculum also.  This increased the class to about 
250-300 students each semester, which complicated the lab structure and changed the 
material taught and the attitude toward the laboratory.  The class switched to a more 
traditional, lecture-led structure, with the laboratory being used for hands-on experience 
and reinforcement.  As the material taught changed, the central encompassing theme of 
the robotic car disappeared from the lecture, which now addressed groups of topics from 
around ECE.  Also several important subjects pertaining to the lab were removed.   
 The evolution of the course has caused several problems for those teaching the 
laboratory.  As the class became part of the required curriculum, the range of students’ 
skill sets increased greatly.  As the originators noted back in 1993, engineering students 
are no longer the experienced “hobbyists and tinkerers” that they once were [2].  The 
author and [1] have noticed this trend in the laboratory.  There are students who have had 
high school courses that already taught them all of the material covered.  Then there are 
students who have never heard of a resistor or a transistor.  This leads to the difficulty of 
choosing material to teach.  The challenge is to develop material that is both within the 
reach of the novice students and also challenging enough to hold the interest of all of the 
students, particularly the advanced ones.  The increased class size led to more laboratory 
sections per week, causing timing issues as all of the students did not have the same 
experience in the laboratory since one section may have had more or less lecture time 
than another laboratory section.  When GE adopted the course, this added other 
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complicating factors such as varying student motivation and maturity.  The GE students 
tended to take the course as sophomores with better study and time-management skills 
than the freshman ECE students.  Also a GE student’s motivation and enthusiasm for the 
course tended to be lower since they were not particularly interested in ECE.  These 
changes in the core of the class have led to many issues for teaching the lab.  The 
laboratory now is a smaller portion of the course with the laboratory as reinforcement of 
the lecture.  This switch in priorities has left the laboratory in a holding pattern for the 
first few weeks, until the students acquire enough knowledge to do something useful, 
worthwhile, and interesting in the laboratory.  The removal of some topics, such as 
electromagnetics, has lessened the autonomous car project’s ability to concretely tie all of 
ECE together. 
 Not only did the material taught in the laboratory change over ECE 110’s history; 
the material used to construct the car has evolved, too.  During the original offerings, the 
car body was quickly fashioned out of LEGO 
car motor bases and protoboards.  These first 
cars are pictured in [2].  This setup was not 
found to be very robust and did not last 
through more than a semester’s worth of abuse 
by the students.  Because of this, the 
department commissioned 30 car bodies that 
had built-in motors and were solidly 
constructed out of anodized aluminum as 
pictured in Figure 2.1.   The new cars allowed Figure 2.1: ECE110 Car Body 
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for reliable, adjustable sensor placement in three dimensions.  These cars have been 
maintained and used since around 1997.  These cars not only are more solid but also 
allow the use of a more powerful battery, initially an RC nickel-cadmium (NiCad) 
battery, which was replaced with nickel metal hydride.  This was due to the NiCd’s 
memory effect that had rendered the batteries almost useless from improper charging by 
the students.  The cars also include a 5 V regulator, variable resistor, and banana jacks 
that allow a specially made protoboard to be attached.  This protoboard has several bus 
strips for power distribution, DIP channels to place gates and modules, and binding posts 
to connect the car power to the board.  In the original offerings, the students used custom 
made diode-transistor logic (DTL) gates.  Later as the students became more creative, 
TTL gates were incorporated and later become used exclusively.  Also, several custom 
modules are now used, mainly for motor power control.  The modules created are a 
current amplifier (CA), a current amplifier bridge (CAB), a rudimentary analog-to-digital 
converter, and a pulse width modulation (PWM) generator.  Originally a Darlington 
power transistor was used to open and close the motor circuit to control the car’s 
movement.  This module, the CA, was used to introduce transistors as current amplifiers.  
Later an H-bridge controller, the CAB, was developed to allow for directional control of 
the motors.  Sensor bars were made for the new cars that allowed for the students to 
easily attach and adjust the height of the sensors.  PWM modules with four-bit resolution 
were constructed to give a better method of speed control than the car’s built-in variable 
resistor.  The last module developed was a voltage comparator to allow for some 
primitive analog-to-digital (A/D) detection of another color than the white tape and black 
table.  This is needed due to the addition of a fork in the track, where the correct direction 
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was given as the presence or absence of the third color.  As the components used for the 
design challenge evolved, so did the challenge itself. 
 As the reliability and the capabilities of the parts increased, the final design 
challenge became more difficult.  The original challenge was simply to follow a track 
that consisted of gently winding curves, sawtooth stretches, and right-angle turns.  The 
tracks ended with a standard sheet of letter-sized paper in landscape orientation, which 
signaled the car to stop.  As the course continued, an additional challenge for extra credit 
was added, called “The Maze.”  This consisted of a course with a path similar to that of 
the final design challenge, but containing dead-ends which required the use of the CAB 
to back up and turn around.  Eventually with the addition of the voltage comparator 
module, color and split detection were added.  These were used to direct the car to turn at 
a Y-shaped fork in the track depending on the color of the tape used at the base of the 
fork.  An example final challenge track is shown in Figure 2.2.   
 
Figure 2.2: Example Final Track 
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3 PLANNING 
 
 In 2006, the author joined the ECE 110 staff and was given an assignment to 
teach the laboratory.  After teaching for several semesters, the author came to realize 
several shortcomings of the current implementation of the final challenge.  The problems 
ranged from scattered and missing documentation of components to unreliable parts to 
missing curriculum.  The documentation for custom-built modules was sparse and 
incomplete.  What documentation that did exist was inconsistent and tended to confuse 
the students.  For financial reasons, the department reused the TTL gates, which led to 
broken and non-functioning gates being used by the students.  The students would not 
realize the gates were broken until they attempted to use a completed design.  This 
worsened the students’ debugging because they naively assumed that gates were 
functional and did not attempt to trace their signals through the logic and verify input-
output combinations.   
The issue of wiring and debugging the breadboard circuits was the largest issue 
for the students.  This is due to the scale of a complete solution and students’ lack of 
experience. The size of a complete car for the final track requires at least three different 
modules and five or more TTL gates.  For an experienced engineering student, this is a 
simple assignment, but for the naïve students of ECE 110 this is a sizable challenge 
complicated by broken and marginally functioning parts.  Both [6], [7] have related 
similar challenges for breadboard TTL based digital courses;  [6] states that for a project 
of a worthwhile size, the students would end up “spend[ing] [an] inordinate amount of 
time working with and solving problems that [had] little to do with the course 
objectives.”  This was the case for ECE 110 during the final weeks when the students 
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built their final cars.  The problems they struggled with ranged from forgotten power 
connections to broken connection wires to unchecked, broken logic gates. 
The other issue of limited or total lack of experience complicates all other issues.  
Unlike the majority of digital systems literature, ECE 110 is not a purely digital logic 
course with K-maps and state-machine construction.  Actually ECE 110 students do not 
see or become aware of any logical minimization techniques other than looking at truth 
tables and “seeing” the minimization.  Also the lack of any simulation tools makes the 
designing troublesome at the least.  This lack of experience, systematic thinking, and 
basic understanding of what was previously taught led to several issues.  Students would 
miss simple problems that are obvious to almost all upperclassmen, such as bad or 
missing power connections.  This was exasperated by the fact the students would not 
think to probe the voltages internal to the logic to see what the gates were seeing and 
outputting to help find broken on improperly wired gates.  They relied more on the car’s 
behavior, and when it was not what was expected, the students would scrap their current 
idea regardless of its true validity.  These headaches also led to two more undesired 
behaviors of the students.  First, the students would give up too soon or easily, and assign 
their grades and cars’ behavior to pure luck.  They would not systematically approach 
what they saw in the cars’ performance or even the circuits’ actions/voltages to find the 
problem.  More disconcerting was that the students would refuse to change or improve 
designs after a certain point for fear of losing the current abilities of the circuit due to 
lack of faith in their own abilities. 
 The author decided there needed to be a better way for the students to do the final 
design challenge.  For any method to be better, it would have to be able to help the 
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students do several things.  First, it would need to perform all the functions of the current 
hardware setup.  Second, it should eliminate the wiring and TTL gate headaches for the 
students.  A new method should also help the students be more creative with their designs 
and allow for additional functionality initially and/or ability for later addition.  Most 
importantly, it should be more enjoyable for the students and help improve their opinion 
of the laboratory and ECE in general. 
 The author’s proposed solution to the current problems that meets the above 
criteria consists mainly of three parts: a microcontroller based carboard, a hardware 
description language (HDL), and HDL compiler.  A new microcontroller based carboard 
would be designed to emulate the current TTL gates and modules; however, it would still 
be flexible enough to be programmed for any future desired task.  This board would 
connect to the car the same as the old prototyping board to draw its power from the car’s 
batteries.  It also would have additional new hardware debugging capabilities and 
simplify the connection of sensor bars and sensors to the hardware.  Initial new HDL 
derived from SPICE would be created for the students to describe their control logic, the 
same logic they would have built on the old protoboards using discreet components.  This 
HDL describes all of the hardware that is currently available in our TTL inventory with 
some additional functionality.  Lastly a compiler for this HDL would be required to 
check the students’ code for errors (both syntactical and logical) and would convert the 
HDL into C code that the microcontoller’s compiler would make into machine code for 
the carboard. 
 The primary task of the new setup is to replace the TTL based combinational or 
sequential logic the students have previously used to “program” their cars.  Being logic 
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hardware, FPGAs would seem like a very suitable replacement.  An FPGA based board 
could be made with all of the current functionality, but keeping it within the reach of 
ECE 110 students would be harder, because the tools required to program FPGAs are 
difficult to master, particularly for freshmen.  It is possible to have freshmen learn an 
HDL in a digital logic class as in [5], [8], [9]; however, all of these courses are focused 
solely on digital logic and do not cover a breadth of topics as in ECE 110.  
Microcontrollers have certain advantages over FPGAs.  They are easier to adapt to the 
ECE 110 students, since most can be programmed with C/C++.  With C/C++ it would be 
easy to replicate the digital logic of the old TTL gates.  The large base of example code 
and hardware schematics greatly speed up the development of the microcontroller based 
board.  There are numerous examples showing the additional features of microcontrollers 
that would have been more time-consuming to add with an FPGA, such as character-
based LCD interfacing.  Also microcontrollers have more predefined hardware that 
would be more useful in implementing the current car setup than FPGAs; for example, 
pulse width modulators (PWMs) and analog to digital converters (ADCs) are common in 
microcontrollers.  The capabilities of these integrated peripherals are perfect 
replacements for the PWM and color detection modules of the current laboratory setup.  
The FPGAs also have the disadvantage of being less flexible and requiring more time to 
develop any future new usage. 
The choice of microcontroller involved many factors.  First is the cost of the 
controller itself.  For low cost simple systems, many designers use PIC microcontrollers 
from MicroChip.  These dual inline package (DIP) based parts are cheap, around $5, and 
quite powerful.  However, they lack certain key features which the application would 
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require.  The low number of general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins would need 
additional circuitry to compensate for this.  These port expanding chips would negate the 
cost advantage of a PIC.  Also, the miniscule amount of on-chip memory would greatly 
limit the size of the student’s design.  Cheap PICs have memory for 14k instructions and 
only 384 bytes of RAM, compared to the 1 MB of other microcontrollers.  
Microcontrollers form the Freescale HCS12 family had the right combination of features 
and price for the project.  With up to 16 kB of RAM and 512 kB of flash for program 
storage and 89 GPIO pins, they greatly supersede the capabilities of the PICs.  Also they 
have more of the integrated peripherals to give the new carboard additional capabilities.  
However, with the large pin count surface mount packaging, the Freescale 
microcontrollers posed maintenance issues.  Eventually the students would break a 
microcontroller, and desoldering the 112 pin package would take some time and possibly 
damage the board.  A PIC could have been placed in a cheap socket and easily replaced 
quickly without risk of damage.  There are sockets for the 112 pin parts, but they are 
meant for automated testing of parts and cost several hundred dollars each.  To mitigate 
this risk and cost, the HCS12 would be mounted on a smaller printed circuit board (PCB) 
that would mount into the carboard.  This would make replacement simpler and if 
replacing the microcontroller with the smaller PCB caused damage, the loss would only 
be the smaller board not a full carboard. 
With the choice of a microcontroller, traditional HDLs no longer are appropriate 
for the new method.  An FPGA would have used one of the vendor’s supported HDLs but 
the microcontroller limits us to standard programming languages or product specific 
assembly languages.  However, ECE 110 is not structured or intended to introduce the 
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students to computer programming, so this rules out using the usual vendor provided 
integrated development environment (IDE).  It is possible that the students already know 
how to program in a supported language, but the likelihood they have programmed in an 
embedded systems context is slim.  To mitigate this, an easy programming framework 
would have to be developed.  This framework would have to be easy for the students to 
learn, yet powerful and flexible enough for the students to exercise their designing 
creativity. 
Because of all of the aforementioned issues, the author decided to design a new 
HDL to be used with ECE 110.  Several courses have used FPGA and full-fledged HDLs 
[5], [7], [8], [10] or a microcontroller IDE [4] to teach, but these courses solely focused 
on digital design.  This pure digital approach gives the students time to learn 
programming, but ECE 110 does not incorporate time to teach programming, nor does 
the faculty want to allocate time for it in the course.  This factor puts severe limitations 
on the HDL to be designed.  It must only cover what the students are familiar with in the 
course already.  Also, it must not be so complex as to require class time for the students 
to learn.  This custom-built hardware and programming tools approach is not unique; [11] 
designed a set of Windows-based tools to teach basic digital logic since no such tools 
existed.  Also [11] stated that the current HDL tools were too difficult for introductory 
courses and that custom tools could help utilize the students previous abilities in 
Windows. 
This HDL could not be a full-fledged HDL as it only specifies very specific, 
simple hardware at a functional level, not the register transfer level (RTL).  In addition, it 
only needed to describe the logical hardware the ECE 110 students were familiar with.  
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The basic gates (AND, NAND, XOR, etc.), multiplexers, latches, and flip-flops 
(registers) would be defined with a few configuration structures for configuration of the 
carboard.  This language’s syntax would be based on SPICE for the ease of parsing.  The 
simple tool flow designed should help the students take advantage of FPGA-like 
hardware without having to learn the complex design suite and full-fledged language. 
One element some may believe is missing from this setup is a simulator for the 
students to try out their logic on a virtual car and course.  This was deemed too 
challenging and of limited value.  In order for the simulator to be usable in this 
introductory setting, it would have to be an almost perfect simulation.  To model the car’s 
performance, its abilities would require to be modeled completely, which would take 
much time and effort and would require constant maintenance since the performance 
changes over time.  The students would expect perfection, put blind faith in the simulator 
results and become annoyed when the car failed.  Also if a perfect simulator was 
possible, it would negate the need to run the car in the first place. 
 This new method should help improve the course in the ways stated earlier.  First 
with the microcontroller emulated FPGA and new carboard, the wiring messes of the 
current prototyping boards are eliminated.  Eliminating this complication allows the 
students to focus more on designing and testing their hardware-based programs.  Since 
the students no longer have to hand-wire their logic, they can quickly turn out a design or 
quickly rework/iterate designs.  Also, because the design is stored in a file not a physical 
set of wires, this allows the students to try out and add new features without risk of losing 
previous good “programs.”  With this the students should be able to come up with more 
original and effective designs.  Also the new carboard adds new functionality, 
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specifically signal monitoring and more robust color detection.  The addition of the 
sensor signal monitoring will help greatly and make common problems more obvious for 
students to debug.  Also the microcontrollers allow more complex additions to be made 
in the future.  Since most of the trivial problems plaguing the design process— e.g., loose 
wires, broken gates, etc.— are removed, the students can focus more on designing than 
debugging, which they seem to enjoy greatly.   
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 To implement the new microcontroller-based final design challenge, several 
components needed to be built: two pieces of hardware needed an emulation software. 
The hardware includes a bare-bones HCS12 microcontroller board to house the 
microcontroller and a new carboard to connect the HCS12 board, sensors, and car body.  
The software includes the design of an HDL, which the students would use to describe 
their circuit design to a computer, a compiler that would interpret the HDL into C++ code 
for the microcontroller and check the HDL netlist for errors, and the microcontroller base 
code that emulates the students’ logic and previous.  The microcontroller code needed to 
set up and control carboard components and also added new functionality as well. 
 The HCS12 board, a separate plug-in module, was designed for two main 
purposes.  The first was to allow for a cheap, quick, and easy microcontroller 
replacement for when a student damages one.  Because the board has the absolute 
minimum required components to function— including bypassing capacitors, PLL filter, 
and crystal for the internal oscillator—this 
module could easily be used in other 
applications including senior design projects.  
This reuse for higher courses is similar to [5]. 
The HCS12 board is pictured in Figure 
4.1.  It contains the Freescale 
MC9S12DG256B microcontroller and its 
required bypass capacitors and pull-up 
resistors.  Also included on the board is an ON Figure 4.1: HCS12 Board 
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Semiconductor MC34064SN under-voltage sensor, to keep the microcontroller in reset 
when the provided power degrades too far.  The phase-locked loop filter and crystal for 
the oscillator are also on this board.  The HCS12 board connects to the carboard via 100 
mil spaced Berg pins on the four edges of the board. 
 The largest and most complex piece 
of the hardware that needed to be developed 
was the board that is the interface to the car 
body, pictured in Figure 4.2.  It is the core 
of the new final challenge setup.  This 
board’s purpose is to connect the main car 
pieces together.  It has the sockets for the 
HCS12 board and connects the LCD panel 
and sensor connections to the 
microcontroller.  All of the power 
distribution also resides on this board, 
routing power to the motors through sockets 
that are designed to hold the CAB modules 
and various components on the board.  This 
board also has protection circuits to help protect the microcontroller from damage from 
improper sensor input connections.   
 The carboard houses several features that were designed to help the students 
overcome common problems that the author identified during his tenure as a teaching 
assistant for ECE 110.  The addition of these features helps the student focus on their 
Figure 4.2: Carboard 
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design by minimizing the debugging time spent on non-design problems like wiring 
issues. 
 A major problem students encountered was related to wiring issues, which the 
students often overlooked.  The most common was missing and incorrect power 
connections.  The students overlook the power since the connections are not part of the 
signal and “program.”  Also due to having to remove the prototyping boards from the car 
bodies after each laboratory section, wires would slip out of the connections and the  
successful student designs would fail to work at the start of the next laboratory section.  
This caused the students immense frustration and cost them much time, while trying to 
find which connections broke.  All of this is complicated by the students’ lack of 
experience with wiring and failure to plan before wiring.  Without setting up a floorplan 
of where and what they will place, their designs became very cluttered and disorganized, 
which made debugging the broken connects more difficult. 
Also a very common, and perhaps responsible for the failure of many excellent 
designs on the final track, are issues related to the sensors, which the students often 
overlooked.  Car performance issues were often related to the sensor, be it the height 
above the table top or getting good discrimination between the black and white.  The 
students would rarely check that the sensor bar was placed at the optimum height above 
the table for good discrimination of black and white.  This could be checked with a 
multimeter at the bench or on the track table with a hand-held meter.  Another part of this 
issue was introduced from the choice of TTL logic gates.  The upper limit for a ‘0’ or 
VIL, was only 800 mV, thus making it easy to get middling logic values with unexpected 
behavior.  By switching to a CMOS input of the Freescale microcontroller, the maximum 
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valid input voltage for a ‘0’ rises to about 2.5 V making much more even ranges for ‘0’ 
and ‘1’. 
  In addition, they lacked a reliable way to see what the car “saw” as it navigated 
the track.  Some students connected LEDs to the outputs of the gates and sensors in their 
design, but this approach sometimes caused problems with the TTL.  To solve these 
issues, the author developed what has been termed the Poor Man’s Logic Analyzer 
(PMLA).  The schematic of a channel of the PMLA is shown in Figure 4.3.  The basic 
operating principle of the PMLA is an NMOS transistor with an appropriate threshold 
voltage to turn on a LED when a logical ‘1’ is seen at 
its gate.  The 2N7002 transistors used have a 
nominal threshold voltage of 2.1 V.  This, combined 
with the needed current for the LED to become 
visible, causes the PMLA channel to glow fully 
around 2.5 V, which corresponds to the CMOS logic 
transition level.  With a PMLA channel attached to 
each sensor input, the students could quickly set and 
adjust the sensor bar heights to correct the car’s vision.  Also since the PMLA is 
permanently mounted on the carboard, the students can accurately see what the car is 
“seeing” while it progresses on the track.  This helps the students address issues of  
sensor placement and its effect on car performance.  The lack of this capability made 
many of the students ignore the effects of sensor placement.  Since the loading on the 
sensor is just one CMOS transistor gate, the addition of the PMLA does not corrupt the 
2N7002
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Figure 4.3: PLMA Circuit 
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sensor output like a LED logic probe would.  The PMLA was implemented so that it does 
not use up any of the resources of the microcontroller, particularly the ADC.  
 Another shortcoming of the current setup is the color detection module.  The 
current module uses an LM339 quad voltage comparator and mechanical potentiometers 
as reference dividers as shown in Figure 4.4.  The problems with this setup mostly lie 
with the module’s complexity as seen by the students.  The module is shown in Figure 
4.5.  To function as expected, the testing jumpers need to be replaced to the normal use 
position and the potentiometers set to the appropriate threshold voltages.  The non-
intuitive pin out of the LM339 adds to the confusion.  The mechanical potentiometer’s 
reference dividers lead 
to issues from the wiper 
slipping between 
laboratories or even 
during the course of a 
laboratory period.  Due 
to the wide variation of 
battery voltages, loadings, and “damage” 
to the regulator, the car’s onboard 5 V 
voltage regulator can output a voltage 
over ±200 mV, which causes the 
thresholds to move by approximately the 
same amount.  The students tended to 
incorrectly set the threshold voltages even 
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Figure 4.4: Color Detection Module Schematic 
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though they were given good values to use in the laboratory manual.  By switching to the 
microcontroller’s included ADC and the students no longer having to worry about setting 
or the shifting of thresholds, since the carboard’s regulator has a consistent load, the 
reference voltage used by the ADC is more consistent than the old module’s references; 
therefore, the digital thresholds set in the system shift significantly less.  The issue of 
sensor height for the color sensors was also a problem for many students.  To get 
appropriate voltages for all three cases of tape (black, white, colored), the height had to 
be just right.  Students tended to neglect this like the basic sensor height; both issues are 
important for getting their design to run on the track. 
Using the microcontroller’s on-chip ADCs helped solve all of these issues.  The 
principal advantages are to eliminate student confusion and increase the current 
capability of two color sensors up to eight.  The students’ confusion is eliminated partly 
because of the black box nature of the microcontroller; however, in a laboratory exercise, 
they experience the voltage comparator’s threshold decision behavior and how to take 
this to build a color detection circuit so they come away with a working knowledge of 
this type of circuit.  The color detection circuit currently used in the laboratory contains 
the LM339 module and some TTL logic is shown in Figure 4.6.  There are variants on 
this design which trade 
simplicity for robustness 
as seen in Figure 4.7.  
The on-chip ADC is set 
up to mimic this 
behavior, by comparing 
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the digital value against the two values that represent the manually supplied thresholds.  
The argument of the variance of voltage on the ADC’s reference would couple into the 
color detection similar to the LM339 module; however, since the carboard has an on-
board regulator whose load is constant, the 5 V line is very predictable and stable.  With 
the chosen microcontroller, it could be possible to have up to 16 color detection sensors 
or even more with the use of external 
analog multiplexers.  However, due to 
the board width being limited to the 
size of the current cars and the sensor 
connections having to be within reach 
of the current sensor wires, only eight 
are provided.  An additional feature is 
that these sensors can be used for either the normal digital black/white or non-
colored/colored tape detection.  This control is on an individual basis, so some could be 
used as color while others are digital.  To solve the color sensor height, an array of LEDs 
was added to the right side of the board.  These LEDs were used to indicate when a color 
sensor was configured as color detection and detected a voltage in the range 
corresponding to the colored tape.  The limitation of this is that the LEDs are controlled 
by the microcontroller and not “passively” as in PMLA, so the height adjustment must be 
done with a student’s car program running.  A special sensor adjustment program could 
be written to allow the students to adjust the heights beforehand, but since they tend to 
adjust/change locations while they debug their “program,” it is better that they realize 
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how to do that while running the program.  Since the thresholds are software defined, this 
would allow for adjustment for multiple color detections if it was needed in the future. 
 Control over the car’s speed is mission critical for some of the methodologies 
used by students.  Currently the students had two options to control the speed: a variable 
resistor built in the car or a PWM module.  The students tend to rely heavily on the 
variable resistor in the car for its simplicity of use.  The concept is that the variable 
resistor modulates the speed of the car by controlling the instantaneous power dissipated 
in the motor by limiting the current, which, unfortunately also lowers torque.  The loss of 
torque can come back to haunt the students, because it causes the cars to be unable to turn 
well with only one motor on.  They turn off the motor on the side they want to turn while 
the other motor is still on, so the car pivots on the stopped wheels in the intended 
direction.  To mitigate this, a PWM module can be used.  A module was developed for 
the original offerings of the course even before the car bodies were built.  The idea is to 
control the motor’s average power, which corresponds to speed, but in such a way that 
instantaneous power, which is tied to torque, is not limited.  This is done by controlling 
the duty cycle of the motor via the PWM module.   
 The current PWM module consists of three TTL chips: an oscillator, 4-bit wrap-
around counter, and a 4-bit digital comparator.  The oscillator triggers the count up on the 
counter, which is fed to the comparator.  The comparator takes this periodic pattern and 
compares it to a value supplied by the students via switches, logic, or wires to power 
rails.  The greater than or less than output of the comparator is used as the PWM signal, 
and the duty cycle is controlled by the user-supplied value.  The usual configuration used 
by the students is shown in Figure 4.8.  In this configuration, the user input value is 
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proportional to the duty cycle.  However with the limited 4-bit resolution, the students 
have a very short Goldilocks range.  With a decimal value of one or two, the car crawls 
along at an unusably slow pace.  A value of 8 to 15 causes the car to proceed too fast for 
the students’ methodology, because the car’s momentum would carry the sensors over to 
the other side of the tape, causing the car to become lost.  This leaves the students with 
very few choices in speed, and this range can be less depending on the battery charge.  
The solution to this is an increase in bit resolution.  Once again, the microcontroller’s on-
chip circuitry offers a solution.  The chosen microcontroller has eight 8-bit PWM 
channels that can be combined into four 16-bit channels if desired.  The increase of bit 
width causes at least a 16x increase in useable values compared to the TTL base module.  
However, the largest shortcoming of the TTL PWM that the microcontroller’s PWM 
overcomes is the base modulation period.  The TTL PWM module had a fixed oscillation 
of 2.2-2.5 kHz depending on the specific module.  The microcontroller’s PWM is derived 
from the system clock, which in our implementation is 24 MHz, and can be pre-divided 
down by a power of 2 up to 128 and divided up another factor up to 512 to form the base 
clock for the PWM module.  The author used 200 of these periods, which allows for a 
range of modulation periods of 16.6 µs to 546 ms.  The ability to control the modulation 
period offers some advantages.  
First, the period of the TTL 
base module did not allow for 
very low duty (<12.5%) cycles 
to be usable.  This is because 
the energy in the pulses was 
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not enough to overcome the static friction in the motor and start its motion.  To reach 
these duty cycles, a longer period is required.  Also the period could be increased to 
mitigate the loss of power as the battery drained.  This enabled the students to get the 
steady slow crawl they may desire without losing torque due to the power loss in the 
variable resistor.  With the improved PWM, the range and control over the speed 
increased greatly. 
 To help the students utilize the new PWM easily and efficiently, they would need 
a way to control and program it without having to reprogram the flash on the 
microcontroller with the computer on the bench.  To do this, they would need some 
simple user controls which the author believed a character based LCD and a basic keypad 
would provide.  The LCD module used is pictured in Figure 4.9.  This display is a two-
line, 16-character line, character-based LCD.  The LCD module has three LEDs and four 
momentary switches to ground.  The top LED is used as a car power LED to indicate that 
the car is on, which happens to be missed by students at times.  The buttons are used 
along with the keypad to change the PWM duty cycles and period settings.  The buttons 
also are used to start and stop the students’ car program.  The keypad was added so that 
the students could specify the value instead of having to do a tedious up/down with 
values.  The LCD panel has a Hitachi LCD controller chip, through which the 
microcontroller communicates in order to update and change the display.  This is 
performed by spin-looped, timed C code 
from [13].  The keypad is a 4x4 matrix 
keypad interfaced to the micrcontroller by 
a MM74C922 keypad decoder that checks 
Figure 4.9: LCD Module 
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for key presses and decodes the value.  This is connected to the microcontroller’s 
hardware interrupt to allow for interrupt driven routine instead of a polling method.   
A feature added to this part of the PWM control interface is the ability to store the 
settings between power cycles.  In the past, the students would stop the car “program” by 
performing a hard power-off of the entire car.  To allow the students to retain the PWM 
register values, the microcontroller base software allows the students to save and recall 
values from the on-chip EEPROM.  This also has an advantage over the old variable 
resistor as students can tweak and refine the value to their hearts’ content and have an 
exact record of the setting.  Also this setting is much more consistent between cars than 
the variable resistors.  This would help illustrate to them the effects of car and battery 
variations on speed.  It may lead to complaints that these settings worked, but now do 
not; however, this possibility should be mitigated by the fact that it is easy to change and 
find new working values.  Also with less variance in the PWM modulation period, the 
settings do not change as much as they would with the TTL gates. 
 The communication with the computer is done over a basic serial port.  To 
achieve this, a MAX232 is used to do the voltage translation between the two system 
levels.  This chip and the device serial port are located under the LCD module on the top 
of the carboard.  The CodeWarrior software uses this interface to load the program binary 
onto the microcontroller’s flash memory.  Also this interface allows for in-circuit 
debugging which was used extensively during the development of the base 
microcontroller software.  This feature could be used to teach the students basic computer 
architecture or programming if so desired. 
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Several additional features were built into the carboard.  First there is the input 
port on the sensor inputs.  This was added to help protect the microcontroller from 
student-inflicted damage.  They were designed to protect up to a DC voltage of 13 V, 
which is higher than the maximum car battery voltage.  The protection is similar to that 
shown in [12] and [13].  The schematic of a single input circuit is shown in Figure 4.10.  
The main protection element is a 5.1 V Zener diode, which will divert the current to 
ground.  This current is limited by the series resistor.   
During the design of the 
carboard, several challenges and 
limitations had to be addressed.  The 
biggest limitation on the carboard is the 
current car’s shape and size.  The 
current prototyping board is six inches 
wide.  This limits how many sensor inputs the system can support because of the length 
of the sensor wires that connect the sensors to the board.  The PMLA and the sensor input 
protection’s combined depth of about 1.5 inches would not allow for another level of 
sensor connections to be reached by sensor wires.  The LED bar arrays used for the LED 
in the PMLA and routing channels required for the sensor inputs to the microcontroller 
limited the carboard to five groups of eight sensors for a total of 40.  Since the PMLA’s 
components, the LED array and SIP current limiting resistors, were through-hole 
components, they basically formed a routing obstacle so routing channels had to be left 
for the sensor connections.   
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Another challenge faced was routing the 40 sensor inputs to the microcontroller 
along with the large current paths for the motors.  The sensor inputs were able to be 
bussed, but because of the large 50-100 mils for motor power and the large trace count, a 
four-layer board was required.  The power traces for the motors were left on the outer 
layers and sensor connections on the inner layers. 
Three main software components needed to be developed for the new hardware.  
First was the HDL itself that the students would use to describe their designs.  Second 
was the parse/compiler that would interpret the HDL text file into the C code functions.  
Lastly the base set of software for the carboard’s microcontroller would be needed, which 
would call the student’s specific functions made by the compiler.   
The HDL that was developed for ECE 110 was based heavily on SPICE syntax,  
which was chosen for its ease of parsing and free flow order.  The text file base of SPICE 
allowed the author to use his existing C++ programming to help build the 
parser/compiler.  The HDL syntax specifics are in Appendix C.  This section is a copy of 
the handout given to the students to learn the HDL as part of a pre-laboratory exercise.  
The HDL consists of several main elements: gates, sensors, motor controls, and 
configurations.  The sensors and motor controls are fixed-name resources defined as part 
of the language.  Their number and use are fixed by the design of the carboard.  The 
sensor connections on the carboard are each uniquely named; these names on the board 
translate into where the microcontroller will look for input to be fed into the student’s 
control logic.  The motor controls are two bits for each side of the car.  One bit controls 
the direction of the motor and the other controls whether the motor is running or not.  
Configurations allow the students to customize some of the configurable resources.  
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These include the eight color sensors, the logic input to the PWM controls, and the LED 
logic probes.  The eight color sensors, C0 through C7, can be configured as color 
detection sensors that return ‘1’ when detecting the colored tape and ‘0’ otherwise.  If not 
configured to be color detecting, they act like the other black and white digital detection 
sensors.  By default the PWM controls, period and duty cycle, are fixed and changed via 
the keypad and LCD module; however, if the students so decide, they can directly control 
these lines from their logic.  This allows them to do actions such as increase speed or 
period of the PWM modulation as needed for turns or forks in the track.  The last 
configuration is the logic probe LEDs.  The middle and bottom LEDs on the LCD 
module are set up to be used as an internal logic probe to aid the students in their logic 
designing.   
 The last major element in HDL is the “Gates.”  “Gates” refer to the TTL-based 
chips that are currently used on the prototyping board.  They fall in to three categories: 
logic gates, multiplexers, and synchronous/memory elements.  The logic gates emulated 
are the basic digital logic gates the students learn in ECE 110: AND, NAND, OR, NOR, 
XOR, XNOR, and inverter.  The HDL allows for any valid size input, two or larger, of all 
gates except for the inverter.  There are five supported multiplexer sizes: 2, 4, 8, 16, and 
32 input to 1 output.  In addition to logic gates, a few the synchronous/memory elements 
were included. They come in two flavors: clocked and unclocked.  Unclocked registers 
may not make sense at first, but a previous student’s design will clarify.  The design has 
only one motor on at a time and uses two sensors on either side of the tape.  It turns 
toward the tap from one side until a sensor detects the tape, and then it switches the 
direction of its turning.  The car basically arcs along the track.  They used a JK flip-flop 
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to remember which direction the car is turning.  Due to the slow update of state from the 
car’s motion compared to the gate delays, the clocking feed into the JK only need to be 
frequent enough to change shortly after the sensors change.  The base microcontroller 
setup does software debouncing of the inputs, right before it runs the function that 
describes the student’s control logic.  An unclocked JK acts the same as a discrete TTL 
JK if it re-evaluates whenever any of the sensors change value.  However for more 
traditional and complex designs a clocked D and JK flip-flop are included.  Also the basic 
latch is included. 
 Many may question the need for a new HDL instead of one of the capable 
established languages like Verilog or VHDL.  Some schools have taught VHDL at the 
freshman level, [9], [10]; however, again, these courses are purely digital and/or used to 
teach basic programming.  The purpose of ECE 110 is to introduce students to the field of 
ECE as it is represented by the department’s composition.  Since the instructors do not 
want to teach even basic programming, a full-fledged program language like an HDL is 
out of the question.  Hacker and Sitte [11] have an argument in that, the students have 
been using computers for years; so it is advantageous to leverage those skills to help 
teach.  The hope was that the students would eventually find an enhanced version of the 
tool flow easy to use and similar to the software they have used previously. 
The largest part of the software is the HDL compiler, also called the parser.  This 
tool has two main purposes.  The first is to check for HDL syntax and system level errors.  
The second is to take an error-free circuit and convert it into C code functions that 
emulate the described circuit. This is done with a Windows console C++ application.  
This application reads the student’s plain text file and outputs a C code file that is copied 
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into a supplied microcontroller project that will be 
compiled into machine code and loaded onto the 
HCS12 in the carboard.   
The ECE 110 HDL tool flow is shown in 
Figure 4.11.  The students start a plain text netlist 
file in which they describe their circuit in the HDL.  
This file is then dragged onto the ECE 
110_Parser.exe file which checks and processes the 
netlist into a C code file.  This C code file is copied 
into the provided carboard CodeWarrior project.  
The students open the project to compile and 
upload their circuit onto the carboard. 
 The parser processes the netlist file in 
several passes.  The general software flow is 
shown in Figure 4.12.  The parser reads in each 
line and checks the syntax.  It then takes all the lines that are correct syntactically and 
performs several system-level checks such as double driven nets or undriven inputs.  If 
the circuit passes all of the checks, a truth table is made for the students so that they can 
verify that the circuit does what they intended.  Finally the circuit is “compiled” into the 
required C code function files for the carboard.  Also the parser outputs a cleaned up 
version of the netlist file, which has all comments and empty lines removed and also is 
arranged in order according to how the C code evaluates the circuit on the carboard. 
Students create 
Netlist file
Drag Netlist file to 
ECE110_Parser.exe
Parser creates 
Logic.c file
Student copies 
Logic.c file to 
Car Set\Sources\ 
directory
Student open
Car Set.mcp to 
compile and load 
program to Carboard
Figure 4.11: HDL Tool Flow 
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The parser program flow is shown in Figure 4.13.  The parser first opens the 
netlist file and reads in each line one at a 
time.  For each line, the parser determines 
what component or option the line is 
describing.  If the line is empty or a 
comment, the line is discarded.  Then it 
checks if the line is correct syntactically 
for its type’s appropriate rules.  If there is 
an error found on the line, the error and a 
copy of the line in error is outputted to the 
console window.  If the line is correct, the 
line is added to the pool of correct lines 
and the parser goes to process the next 
line.  Not only are errors found during this 
phase, but also some warnings of 
common mistakes, such as extra inputs 
listed but not accounted for in the input, 
are provided.   
After all the lines have been 
processed individually, several system-
level checks are preformed.  This is done 
to determine if a completed car program 
has been inputed correctly.  One of the 
Open the Netlist file 
student dragged to 
ECE110_Parser.exe
Last Line?
Read in a line of 
Netlist and check the 
syntax of it
No
Preformed system 
level checks of Netlist
All check 
passed?
Display system leve 
error and exitNo
Generate Truth Table 
of Netlist
Generate C code file 
for Netlist emuluation
Generate cleaned 
version of Netlist file
and exit
Yes
Figure 4.12: Parser Flow Overview 
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checks performed determines that every input for the 
given logic is driven by some output.  Other checks 
verify that all of the car control bits are driven by 
some logic, that no net is driven by multiple outputs, 
and that no duplicate names are used to describe 
parts.  Also a deadlock check is performed to verify 
that the logic can evaluate properly since the 
students are not aware of such issues.  A set of 
reserved names are checked for from the net names 
since states of the nets are stored as global static 
variables and may conflict with globally defined 
microcontroller registers.   
The deadlock detection algorithm is shown in 
Figure 4.14.  The basic premise of the algorithm is to 
track the propagation of valid data from the sensors 
to the motor outputs, all the while making sure 
proper serial evaluation of the hardware is 
performed.  While doing this it checks that there is 
not a deadlock loop. The algorithm takes several 
inputs.  The first is the list of all the line names along 
with a flag that that marks if that line has been 
processed yet or not.  The next is the net validity 
look-up table (LUT), which tracks whether or not a 
Open Netlist file
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given net has valid 
information yet.  This table 
is updated by the algorithm 
as it marks lines as 
processed.  The last input 
is a LUT of the output for 
each line name, called the 
output LUT.  The 
algorithm has two outputs: 
a Boolean flag if the netlist 
is free of deadlocks and a 
queue of the serialized line 
order, called the process 
queue, in which the netlist 
is required to be processed 
so that there are no errors. 
The deadlock 
detection tracks several 
things: the number of lines 
in the netlist that it has 
marked as processed 
before each iteration, 
queue of the final 
Determine number 
of valid lines and 
netlist structure in 
Netlist file
For each line,
Check if line is 
Configuration or 
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Figure 4.14: Deadlock Detection Algorithm 
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serialized processing order, and the net validity look-up table.  The algorithm tracks data 
flow from the sensors through the connected logic described in the netlist.  First the list of 
netlist lines is searched through to find all the configuration lines; these lines are marked 
as processed and inserted into the process queue.  The valid list is initialized with all the 
sensors and marks them as valid.  Also inserted are the valid constants that the students 
may use for logical ‘0’ and ‘1’.  Next, any saved states for flip-flops or latches are added 
as valid. 
First the number of valid lines in the netlist is determined.  Then the number of 
already processed lines is determined; these lines are only the configuration lines at the 
start.  The algorithm then loops through the list of lines until all of them are marked as 
processed or a deadlock is detected.  At the start of each iteration of the deadlock 
detection, the current number of lines processed and added into the process queue is 
saved.  Then the algorithm iterates through each line checking to see if it has not yet been 
processed.  If a line is unprocessed, all of its inputs are checked to see they are valid yet 
in the net validity LUT.  If they are, then that line is marked processed and its output is 
marked as valid in the net validity LUT; otherwise, the algorithm proceeds to the next 
line.  After checking each line, the number of processed lines is determined and 
compared to the number at the start of the pass through the lines and the total number of 
lines in the netlist.  If the number of currently processed lines is equal to the total number 
of lines in the netlist, the algorithm has completed processing the netlist and finishes 
successfully with a correct serialized processing order.  If the current number of 
processed lines is equal to the number of lines at the start of this iteration, a deadlock has 
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been found.  This is 
because after passing 
though and checking 
every line in the set, no 
additional lines could be 
processed.  The 
remaining lines are part 
of the deadlocked set. 
The parser is 
implemented with a 
C++ Windows console 
application.  Windows was chosen as the laboratory computers are using Windows XP 
Professional as the operating system and most students use Windows on their personal 
computers. C++ was chosen due to the author’s familiarity with it and its capabilities for 
building and processing all of the tasks required.  C++’s virtual classes were used heavily 
to help simplify the processing.  The class tree built for the parser is shown in Figure 
4.15.  The base virtual class that all of the other objects are derived from is Line.  The 
Line class is used to allow for a collection of all the parts in the HDL library to be 
operated on uniformly.  The major classes derived are Config for system configuration 
options, Gate, a virtual class from which all the logic gates are derived, and Mux, Latch, 
and FF for their respective parts in the circuit.   
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Figure 4.15: Parser Class Tree 
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5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
 
 To evaluate the effectiveness of the new carboards, the author used several 
different methods.  The methods used are currently accepted methods for educational 
research as outlined in [14].  The author used several surveys and classroom observations 
to collect data. 
 Three of the experiment designs described in [14] were blended to evaluate the 
carboard in ECE 110.  Baseline experiments compare two versions of material presented 
to different groups of students, at different times.  This method is used primarily when 
only one section of a class is taught, as in [15], or when the instructor(s) only want(s) to 
teach one version of a course at one time as in [16], [17].  The author used this primarily 
to compare the previous semester that used the traditional method and the semester of 
sections doing both methods.  Matching experiments are used when randomized 
controlled trials are not possible.  Randomized controlled trials are the typical scientific 
experiment with a control and treatment group, both of which are randomly assigned 
participants.  Matching experiments create the groups by matching up the participant 
groups because the assignment is not under the experimenter’s control.  [18] is an 
example of matching because laptops were not a required student purchase for the class 
of students being surveyed, so the authors had to group the students depending on if they 
used a laptop or not during lectures.  [19] used matching as the students who enrolled 
were clearly not controllable.  The author is using this because the sections self-elected 
which method they would use for the final design challenge.  Also the author intends to 
use matching to help explain confounding variables and deal with different skill sets of 
the enrolled students like [20].   
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Post-test only experiments are used when pre-testing is not possible, such as 
evaluating how well students will perform a task before they do the task.  The author 
used this as it is impossible to judge a student design’s performance until it is run during 
the final lab session. 
 To judge the effects of the new carboards on the students’ final design challenge, 
the author collected data from several sources.  To get students’ opinions and 
demographics, they were given several surveys throughout the semester.  To compare the 
performance of the students’ designs, a well structured observation was performed as part 
of the final grading.  To judge the complexity and creativity of the designs, data about the 
designs were collected from the students’ final reports or netlist code.  To aid these 
measurements, other laboratory TAs, who had worked with students using both methods, 
were surveyed to get their opinions and observations on both. 
 The author gave several surveys to all the students in the ECE 110 lab sections to 
collected data about the population.  Copies of all of the surveys are included in 
Appendix A.  At the beginning of the semester, a basic demographic survey was given.  
This survey was to collect basic class demographics of the sections and the class as a 
whole.  The demographics of interest are class year, major, and previous programming 
background and interest.  This survey was given for two consecutive semesters for 
baseline comparisons.  About two weeks before the students started the final project and 
right after some exposure to the carboard, a survey was given to get the students’ 
opinions on which hardware solution they would like to use for the final design challenge 
and what was motivating their choices.  The other goal was to get baseline data on the 
students’ opinions of the lab and final design challenge.  On the last lab session, a final 
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survey was given; this survey contained the same material as the previous survey.  This 
data was compared to the baseline from the previous survey to see if and how the final 
design challenge changed the students’ opinion.  Also this survey asked the students to 
rate how fun the lab was overall and how their experience of the final design challenge 
changed their opinion of the lab. 
 The goal of the final design challenge is for the students’ cars to successfully 
navigate a previously unseen track.  The author used the cars’ performance on the track 
as the criterion to judge the quality of the designs.  This grading presented a great 
opportunity to make detailed observations of the cars’ performance.  Similar to [15], the 
author trained some of the TAs to observe the cars and record how they performed.  The 
form used to record these observations is also in Appendix A.  The form records the 
number of points a car earned in the different aspects of the track.  Also it recorded how 
many of the student’s allotted five tries were used to attempt to earn full credit for each 
part of the track.  In addition, there were specific criteria questions for each area to help 
further distinguish the nuances of the design.  These observations were done for two 
consecutive semesters to compare the baseline and new carboards. 
 The final set of data used for evaluating the changes and impact of the new 
carboards is a survey of a selected TAs.  All the TAs who taught students using both the 
carboards and the older prototyping bread boards were asked to give their views.  They 
were sent an email that appears in Appendix A.  This email asked them to compare and 
contrast the students who used the different methods of doing the final design challenge, 
focusing in particular on their demeanor, how they used the lab time, and how they 
performed with each method. 
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Table 5.1: Track Scores 
Component Maximum 
Possible 
Combined 
Average 
Protoboard 
Average 
Protoboard 
Percentage 
Carboard 
Average 
Carboard 
Precentage 
Smooth 
Curves 
10.000 10.000 10.000 100.0% 10.000 100.0% 
Zig-zag 
Curves 
10.000 9.806 9.714 97.1% 10.000 100.0% 
Right 
Angles 
10.000 8.960 8.857 88.6% 9.175 91.8% 
Stopping 5.000 4.959 4.940 98.8% 5.000 100.0% 
Split 
Detection 
2.500 2.440 2.470 98.8% 2.375 95.0% 
Color 
Detection 
2.500 2.319 2.232 89.3% 2.500 100.0% 
White Split 
Navigation 
2.500 1.815 1.637 65.5% 2.188 87.5% 
Color Split 
Navigation 
2.500 1.532 1.250 50.0% 2.125 85.0% 
Perfect Run 5.000 1.331 0.774 15.5% 2.500 50.0% 
Total Score 50.000 43.121 41.815  45.863  
 
Table 5.2: Track Trial Statistics 
 Combined 
Average 
Protoboard 
Average 
Carboard 
Average 
Number of Members 2.137 2.119 2.175 
Number of Trials Used 4.065 4.217 3.750 
Points Earned per Trial (PpT) 14.811 13.510 17.510 
Smooth Curve PpT 4.775 4.669 4.875 
Zig-Zag PpT 9.087 8.839 9.625 
Right Angle PpT 7.253 7.062 7.550 
 
The first set of data tabulated was the students’ scores on the final track.  The 
results are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.  Table 5.1 shows the grading scheme used 
to judge the cars’ performance.  Also shown are the averages for the entire class, the 
combined results of both methods, and those of each method individually.  Table 5.2 
shows some calculated statistics.  The first of these is the overall Points per Trial, which 
is the number of points earned divided by number trials used.  This is intended to be a 
metric because the better the design, the more the car should be able to complete in a 
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single attempt.  The PpT is then used for each of the three major sections of the track.  As 
the table shows, the carboard students’ cars performed better than the prototyping board 
cars in almost every aspect, except for split detection.  The overall score for the carboard 
method was 9.7% higher than the prototyping method.  Also, half of the carboard 
students got perfect scores, compared to only 15% with the prototyping boards. 
 To compare the complexity of the designs, the author collected statistics about the 
number of sensors used, method of motor control, and navigation strategy used.  This is 
summarized in Table 5.3.  As expected, the carboard designs tended to be more complex.  
This is partly because the students used more sensors; however, more importantly, the 
design of the motor control circuity used was more sophisticated as compared to the 
designs of students using the protoboard.  The carboard students used the CAB module’s 
ability to reverse the car significantly more than the students using the prototyping board.  
Presumably, this is because the additional complexity of wiring the CAB is removed, 
thereby allowing the students to solely focus on adding the reversing behavior.  Because 
the students could save a working CA based design to try a CAB based one, which they 
could also save, they seemed to be more willing to try new designs.  Also, the carboard 
students used flip-flop based strategies at a greater rate than the prototyping board 
students.  
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Table 5.3: Design Statistics 
 
 To get additional professional opinions, the author surveyed the other teaching 
assistants who have taught students who used both methods.  The open form survey 
asked about what they observed of the students with regard to students’ demeanor, how 
they allocated their laboratory time, the time it took to build a design, and quality of the 
designs produced.  The consensus of the TAs was that both methods had caused the 
students frustration, but for different reasons.  The prototyping board students were 
frustrated with wiring and broken components, while the carboard students had to deal 
with initial release bugs of the method.  The carboard students appeared to enjoy the new 
method more, as Table 5.4 shows.  Also, as one teaching assistant said, “a few students 
say they wished they had used the programmable boards [carboards], none wish that they 
hadn’t.”  On time allocation, the prototyping board students had to spend a large portion 
of the time on debugging wiring and broken components.  Sometimes they had to start 
over from scratch, which is time-consuming.  The carboard students did not have these  
 Combined 
Average 
Protoboard 
Average 
Carboard 
Average 
Total Sensors Used 8.11 7.93 8.47 
Navigation Sensors 4.18 4.13 4.28 
Split Detection Sensors 3.77 3.38 4.58 
Color Detection Sensor 1.24 1.02 1.67 
Stop Detection Sensors 3.65 3.10 4.47 
Other Sensors 0.10 0.01 0.28 
CA Module Used 70.7% 85.5% 39.5% 
CAB Module Used 29.3% 14.4% 58.1% 
No PWM Used 32.3% 47.8% 0.0% 
Fixed PWM Used 51.1% 38.9% 86.0% 
Variable PWM Used 11.3% 10.0% 14.0% 
Tape Avoiding Navigation 66.9% 68.9% 62.8% 
Tape Seeking Navigation 17.3% 15.6% 20.9% 
Tape Following Navigation 0.8% 1.1% 0.0% 
Flip-flop Based Navigation 6.0% 3.3% 11.6% 
Other or Combination of Navigation 9.0% 11.1% 4.7% 
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Table 5.4: Student Survey Responses 
 Combined Protoboard Carboard 
Before After Before After Before After 
Method to Use 3.331 3.681 2.913 3.0493 4.105 4.5256 
No Opinion 29.1% 15.5% 31.3% 21.5% 24.4% 4.9% 
Easier 35.2% 61.9% 37.3% 51.4% 38.7% 80.5% 
Familiar 26.1% 47.3% 28.4% 35.4% 20.0% 68.3% 
Fun 40.4% 37.6% 38.1% 28.5% 49.3% 53.7% 
Grading 20.0%  17.9%  25.3%  
Experience 16.5%  18.7%  12.0%  
Doesn’t Matter 5.2%  6.0%  4.0%  
None 12.2%  13.4%  8.0%  
Interesting  39.8%  29.2%  58.5% 
Build a Better 
Car 
 39.4%  31.3%  53.7% 
Understanding 3.1316 3.7277 3.0970 3.7361 3.1233 3.7125 
Challenge 
Opinion 
3.0394 3.9122 3.0000 3.8427 3.0137 4.0380 
ECE Opinion 3.3509 3.7282 3.3433 3.6721 3.3425 3.8219 
Overall Fun of 
Lab 
 3.6599  3.6014  3.7658 
 
issues, but some did have to spend time learning the method and got caught up with some 
initial bugs in the method.  The speed of designing evoked mixed opinions.  Some 
assistants say the prototyping board students got up and running quicker, but they had 
much simpler designs than the carboard students.  There was a consensus that the 
prototyping board students took longer to get a good complete design than the carboard 
students.  The students’ creativity appeared to be greater in the prototyping board section, 
according to the other assistants, which they attributed to the constraints of wiring, board 
area, and time to build.  The carboard allowed students to do “easy” but large wiring fixes 
that the prototyping board would make more costly in terms of time.  However, one 
assistant believed the carboard students were more creative since they used the CAB 
module more, which takes more effort than the CA.  Another made the valid point that 
“people who are creative will come up with a creative design. It doesn’t make a 
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difference which method we [they] use.”  None of the teaching assistants thought the 
tools were out of reach of the students, who took at most one laboratory session to master 
them. 
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6 FUTURE WORK 
 
 Although the first iteration of the new final design challenge went well, several 
things need to be done for this method to be put to continued use.  The material needs a 
more thorough and gradual approach throughout the semester. Introducing features of the 
new hardware and netlist HDL should be done during the labs where the equivalent 
circuit is being studied.  The toolflow of the HDL parser and CodeWarrior 
microcontroller IDE that the students use could be improved to aid this transition.  Also 
the carboard could use some revisions for improved functionality.  This includes an 
improvement of the CAB module itself. 
 During the first semester, the introduction to the use of the new carboards and 
HDL was rather sudden.  This did not cause much difficulty, but a more gradual and 
integrated approach would have helped some students.  One idea is for the students to use 
both approaches toward the final design challenge in the laboratories.  For example Lab 
6, which introduces the students to the different navigation strategies, could have the 
students first download a provided program of the three strategies to the car, experiment 
with them, and then decide which one they should build for their car.  This would allow 
them to get exposure to the carboard earlier and also let them compare and contrast the 
two methods after using both.  This dual approach could be reversed, if desired, for the 
students to first experience the headaches of wiring; however, the author believes the 
carboard first method would be better.  This is because the ideas are new to them and 
they have not been told what the expected answer is.  The students tend to worry that 
what they do is not correct.  This can be lessened by showing them the goal with the 
carboard and then letting them build with a clear idea of the correct end product.  The 
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carboard usage for the early labs can easily be procedurized, something the students 
expect and are comfortable with.  Also the integration of the netlist language into some 
lecture and homework would be greatly beneficial.   
 The toolflow that the students used this semester is not ideal.  The omission of 
visual tools hampered some students.  Some had asked for two different visual tools: a 
circuit visualizer and schematic capture.  Due to the code-like aspect of the netlist HDL, 
some would like to have been able to check their code visually.  What these students 
were asking for was a tool that would take the netlist file and “compile” it into a picture 
of what the netlist described.  They then could compare this picture with what they had 
drawn or visualized it to be.  The other tool was a basic schematic capture tool that would 
allow them to visually draw their circuit, as with Microsoft Visio or PCB schematic 
capture tools, and then get the corresponding netlist file.  The author was originally 
hoping to get some programming aid for the design of such a frontend, but this did not 
happen.  The lack of these visual tools did not severely hamper the new carboard usage. 
 The other aspect of the toolflow that could be improved is overall integration, 
similar to other software packages such as Cadence where you can take a schematic and 
easily run simulations with it from within the same window.  A more tightly integrated 
flow would eliminate several steps of the current flow by automating the process.  The 
idea is that one program would take the netlist file and parse, error check, and compile it.  
This same program would then launch the Freescale microcontroller’s compiler in the 
background to integrate the students’ netlist and download to the car.  This was not done 
because the chosen IDE did not have any automation available and time constraints did 
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not allow the author to investigate the IDE’s components to see if they could be manually 
called. 
 While the hardware used worked, there were some issues that did arise and some 
oversights by the author.  The carboards were made with a few flaws.  First, the Test pin 
of the Freescale HCS12 microcontroller was not initially tied to ground as recommended; 
this was easily fixed with a solder bridge on the carboard to tie it.  This floating Test pin 
would cause the microcontroller to intermittently power up in the factor test mode, in 
which some of the pins would not be usable by the written software.  A more serious 
mistake was incorrect and missing connections on the MAX232 serial interface chip.  
The chip was not powered and incorrect inputs were tied to the microcontroller.  This was 
fixed with soldering of jumper wires on the boards.  These mistakes would need to be 
remedied in  future boards, and the author has already made the schematics and layout for 
these fixes.  A few additional or improved functionality changes could also be added to 
this future revision of the carboards.  First, a 74LS04 open-collector inverter chip is used 
to pull the hardware interrupt request line (IRQ) and to invert a signal for the keypad 
decoder; these, however, could easily be replaced with single transistor for the IRQ line 
and simple resistively loaded inverter, which would take up less board space.  Another 
change would be to use a USB to TTL serial chip instead of the current RS-232 computer 
serial port.  This would enable the use of modern machines which lack the serial port, 
while still allowing the same microcontroller to be used.  Another addition would be a 
power switch for the PMLA to help reduce power consumption of the carboard; the 
amount of the reduction is currently still in question and it is uncertian whether this is the 
reason for the quicker depletion of the car batteries than in the old TTL chip based 
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prototyping boards.  A final addition would use the remaining IO pins as logic probes 
into the students’ netlist.  The color detection LEDs could also be configured to enable 
this function, and yet still allow them to be used as color detection indicators.  This would 
require the LED probe configuration lines to be changed and therefore the parser as well.  
However, the use of LEDs as the color detection indicators would just require them to 
probe the corresponding C sensor net. 
 The biggest surprise during the usage of the carboards was several damaged 
microcontrollers.  While some damage was expected from rough handling by so many 
students, some of the damage, however, could not be attributed to students.  Upon 
checking the malfunctioning boards, it was found that the carboards themselves were 
never damaged; however, the microcontroller’s output capability on the port P pins was 
found to be damaged.  These pins are used as the control lines for the CAB modules on 
the carboard, which control the activation and directionality of the car’s motors.  The 
cause of this damage is suspected to be back-EMF from the motors during spin down and 
direction changes.  This was detected in similar circuits in use by the senior design 
students with back EMF spikes up to 180 V, greatly exceeding the microcontroller’s on-
chip protection circuitry.  To remedy this, a protection circuit similar to the one for the 
sensor inputs would be incorporated into a new CAB module.  Also the control lines 
would be switched to active low from their current active high to fix another problem 
observed.   
By default, the microcontroller powers up with the port P IO pins configured as 
inputs that are internally pulled up; this causes the motors to be active briefly as the 
firmware executes and turns those pins into outputs that are low.  This normally only 
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causes a momentary spin up of the motors if connected, during which the car can move 
quickly as the motors are fully on and not pulsed as in the base microcontroller set.  
However, due to the possible high power draw of the motors on the batteries, the battery 
voltage can sag to below the 7805 voltage regulator’s minimum input value.  A 7805 
regulator is used to supply power to the HCS12 board.  This loss of regulation causes the 
brown-out detector on the HCS12 board to activate and pull the microcontroller into 
reset.  If this occurs, the port P pins remain in their default state until the battery voltage 
is restored.  However, this restoration only happens when the motor circuit is manually 
broken by pulling the power lines to both motors.  By changing the polarity to active low 
for the motor on signal, this issue is avoided since the default power up state of the port P 
pins now matches the inactive state of the motor controls.  Another remedy is to have the 
CAB module limit the maximum current which is allowed to flow through the motors.  
One idea is to add a series power resistor to drop the voltage, but this may increase the 
power draw of the carboard and shorten the battery life.  Another suggestion is to use a 
7805 regulator instead of the battery to supply the power for the motor’s H bridge.  The 
7805 internally limits the current to about 1 A for thermal control; this value is expected 
to be low enough that the motors, even if on with a 100% duty cycle, would still allow 
proper power for the HCS12 board.  Also, this value is large enough to move the car at a 
decent speed and will solve the occasional microcontroller resets that occurred when the 
motors switched direction.  These spikes in current could not be handled by the batteries 
or practically prevented with additional bypass capacitors.  The author experimented with 
25 mF bypass capacitors, which are larger than 12 oz soft drink cans, and still saw the 
board reset. 
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 Overall, the new final challenge implementation was a success.  The 
students who used the new carboards were able to successfully build functioning cars at a 
higher level than their protoboard bound counterparts.  Also the students expressed a 
greater interest and enjoyment in the laboratory, even though there were a few bumps in 
the road.  The generic nature of the microcontroller lends the approach to more varied 
uses than a more customized FPGA hardware approach, helping the lab easily adapt to 
the inevitable future ECE curriculum changes.  The use of limited hardwired hardware to 
the microcontroller allows for future modules to be easily added via the current sensor 
connections.   
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 APPENDIX A SURVEY FORMS 
 
Figure A.1 is the class demographic survey given to all students during the first 
laboratory period during spring semester of 2008. 
 
Figure A.1:  Class Survey (Spring 2008) 
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The survey in Figure A.2 was given during the first laboratory section of the fall 
2008 semester.  It was used to get the class demographics and determine the 
programming skill set of students. 
 
 
Figure A.2:  Class Survey (Fall 2008) 
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The survey in Figure A.3 was given during the ninth laboratory period after the 
students had their first experience with the new carboard.  It was used to judge each 
student’s opinion about which method they would use.  This survey also laid a baseline 
for student opinions on the laboratory prior to starting the final design challenge. 
 
Figure A.3:  Method Decision Survey 
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The form in Figure A.4 was used by teaching assistants to record observations of 
the students’ cars’ performance on the final track.  It was used to judge which portions 
gave the students the most difficulty and how robust their designs were. 
 
Figure A.4:  Final Track Grading Form 
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The form in Figure A.5 was used to report grades of the students’ final reports.  
This form also aided the teaching assistants to record pertinent design information used to 
judge its complexity. 
 
Figure A.5:  Final Report Form 
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Figures A.6 and A.7 show the two-sided form that was used to get students’ final 
opinions on the laboratory.  This data was used with the Method Decision form to judge 
how the final design challenge changed their opinion of the laboratory, ECE, and method 
to do the final design challenge. 
 
Figure A.6:  Laboratory ICES Form (Front) 
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Figure A.7:  Laboratory ICES Form (Back) 
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 Below is the email sent to ECE 110 laboratory TAs who had taught students in 
both methods.  The purpose was to get their observation and opinions on methods. 
 
Subject: ECE110- Thesis help 
 
I have a favor ask of all of you that pertains to my thesis. You all had the 
opportunity this semester to observe sections of students doing the final design 
challenge both ways (my carboard and old protoboard). It would be beneficial for 
me to get your observations/opinions of what you saw this semester, as I only saw 
students using the new carboards. If you can in the next few weeks, give me a 
little write up on the points below, I'd be in you debts. What I'm looking for 
particularly is compare/contrast between the two methods. Also if you have any 
comments on confounding variables would help as well i.e. one section seems to 
be better in lab than the other in the structured labs. 
1. Students demeanor (happiness/enjoyment/frustration) 
2. Time allocations (how much spend designing/debugging the design vs. 
debugging non-design errors [bad/broken parts, loose/missing wires, 
car/battery/protobard]) 
3. How quickly working designs came together (how many weeks did it take 
to get a working design? how long until they started trying out on test tracks) 
4. Quality/uniqueness/creativity of designs (did one way have better [in your 
opinion] designs than the other, was one section more creative) 
5. Accessibility of method (were students of all levels able to understand 
how to use the tools of their method) 
6. Any other observations and/or comments 
Thank you for help this the semester, 
  
Bill Eisenhower 
ECE110 Lab TA 
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APPENDIX B  BOARD DOCUMENTATION 
 
HCS12 Board 
 The HCS12 board, shown in Figure B.1, is the easy replacement module for the 
carboard.  The board contains the Freescale MC9S12DG256B microcontroller and the 
minimal required components.  These are mostly bypass capacitors and a few pull-up 
resistors, but include three key blocks.  First is the 16 MHz crystal that is used by the 
microcontroller to form the oscillator.  The next is the phase-locked loop (PLL) filter that 
is used by the internal PLL used to clock up/down oscillator for the system clock.  The 
final component is an ON Semiconductor MC34064SN-5T1 under-voltage sensor.  This 
circuit holds the reset line low when the supply voltage is below 4.59 V to prevent 
improper operation due to low supply voltage.  Also this causes a reset at power-up. 
 
 
Figure B.1:  HCS12 Board 
Under-Voltage sensor 
PLL Filter 
Crystal 
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Carboard 
 The carboard contains several subsystems that will be explained in this section.  
The carboard’s subsystems are highlighted in Figure B.2.  
`
 
Figure B.2: Carboard Subsystem Identification 
 
 The User Interface consists of the LCD panel, shown in Figure B.3.  This board 
has a two line, 16 character display which is driven by a character LCD controller chip 
which is on the underside of the board.  This board also contains three LEDs and four 
momentary push-button switches.  The HSC12 connects to the controller chip to relay the 
current state of the car program and allow for displaying and changing of PWM settings.  
The top red LED is used as a power on LED and is tied to the car body’s 5 V line.  The 
middle red and bottom yellow LEDs are programmable by the car program as logic 
probes of the students’ control logic.  The four switches used to control the car program 
are, from left to right, Start, Stop, Save PWM Setting to EEPROM, Change PWM 
Settings.  The Change PWM Settings routine uses the keypad to allow for direct input of 
numbers instead of a continually up/down.  The LCD panel also has an adjustment 
potentiometer to adjust the display contrast, due to variances in the car body’s 5 V line. 
 
Motor Control 
& Connection 
Sensor 
Connection 
PMLA 
User Interface 
HCS12 Board 
Color 
Detection 
Display 
Keyboard 
Connection 
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Figure B.3: LCD Panel 
 
 The Color Detection Display is used to display when a “C” sensor that was 
configured to be color detecting is detecting the colored tape.  This display only updates 
while the car program is running.  The LEDs map from C0 on the top to C7 as the second 
from the bottom.  The last two LEDs are not used. 
 The Keypad Connection contains the header to connect via a ribbon cable a 4x4 
telephone style numeric keypad and a 74C944M 4x4 keypad decoder IC.  This allowed 
for an interrupt based keypad instead of a constant polling by the keypad; also this 
reduced the required number of IO pins needed to read the keypad. 
 The Motor Control and Connection subsystem includes the CAB H-bridge 
controllers, status LEDs, and banana jack terminals.  The CABs were used as the H-
bridge allowed for directional control of the motors and easy replacement due to damage 
from motor back emf.  The three status LEDs for each motor indicate the current power 
and direction.  The top green LED is controlled by the on/off line from the HCS12.  Due 
to selection in PWM settings, the intensity of this LED varies directly with the duty 
cycle.  The middle and bottom LEDs signify the motor’s currently selected direction: 
green for forward and red for reverse.  The two banana jack terminals are used to connect 
the cars’ motors to the CAB: red board to yellow car and black board to grey car. 
 The Poor Man’s Logic Analyzer (PLMA) is used to give the current state of the 
sensors.  In vertical alignment with each sensor connection is a corresponding LED of the 
PMLA.  The PLMA is active whenever the car body has been turned on.  Also in the 
PLMA area is the power connection for the sensor bars. 
 The Sensor Connection area contains terminals to connect the sensor outputs to 
the carboard.  The sensors connect to a protection circuitry that prevents the 
microcontroller from damage by careless connections to car battery or motor terminals.  
Each connection point has a hardwired name: from left to right, S0 to S7, S8 to S15, C0 
to C7, S16 to S23, and S24 to S31.  These names correspond to input signal names used 
in the HDL in which the students write their control logic. 
Power-On LED 2x16 Character LCD 
Logic Probe 
LEDs 
Contrast 
Adjustment 
Start Car Running 
Stop Car Save PWM 
Settings 
Change PWM 
Settings 
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APPENDIX C  ECE 110 NETLIST DOCUMENTATION 
 
What is a netlist? 
What we are having you try is generating and understanding netlists.  Netlists are 
descriptions of circuits by listing the parts and connections between them.  Basically they 
are the same as schematics but in a form that a computer can read.  Netlists are primarily 
used to tell a computer how a circuit is built, just like the schematics in the lab manual 
tell you. There are many netlist languages for various types of circuits: analog (resistor, 
transistors), digital (AND, OR, Inverters), and combinations of them called mixed-signal.  
We have developed our own ECE 110 digital netlist language to describe the logic gates 
you use to control your car. 
 
How do you make a netlist? 
So how do you write a netlist in our ECE 110 language?  First every node and 
every part in the circuit has to have a unique name.  This is so the computer can keep 
track and identify the parts.  In ECE 110 the name conveys the type of component and 
identifier.  The first letter of the name tells the type of the part; the rest is the unique 
name which can be any alpha-numeric string.  An alpha-numeric string is block of letters 
and numbers such as a real words/abbreviations or XS834Tz.  Of course your netlist can 
only use parts that the language knows.  Our language knows only the basic logic gates 
(AND, OR, NOR, NAND, XOR, XNOR, and Inverter) and multiplexers.  Also you need 
to define your input and outputs, in our case since we are only describing circuits that 
would drive your cars we have fixed inputs and outputs in all of our circuits.  Your circuit 
inputs are the sensors S0 to S31 and C0 to C7.  The outputs of the circuit have the inputs 
of the Current Amplifier Bridge (CAB) modules that drive the motors.  Also there are 
some optional outputs for the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) module that is connected 
to the CAB. 
 
CA-L and CA-R are the output of the circuit that would connect to pin 1 of the 
left and right Current Amplifiers.  S0 through S9 represent the output of sensors that are 
the inputs of our logic circuits.  We have one special input, C, which represents the 
output of our color detection circuit.  Our computer will know what these names 
correspond to in the circuit so we do not need to define parts, just what they are 
connected to.  We do need to describe the parameters of the rest of the parts. 
 
Note about Typecase: In our language the case of letters does not matter. So “abc” is the 
same as “ABC” or “AbC”.  This write-up and your code can be of various cases, but the 
compiler program will turn everything into upper case for analysis. 
 
ECE 110 Netlist Language specifics and examples 
We have two specific parts in our language: logic Gates and Multiplexers 
(MUXs).  Each part has its own way of being described.  The description for a part is one 
line of text in the netlist file.  Gates have the following things that need to be defined: 
name, type of logic, number of inputs, output node name, and input node name(s).  
Multiplexers need to have these things specified: name, number of inputs, output node 
name, selection input node names, and input node names.  It should be noted that there 
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are a few constant node names.  Ground, Gnd, 0, False, and Low all correspond 
to a logic low or ‘0’ value.  VCC, High, 1, and True all equate to a logic high or ‘1’ 
value. 
 
Sensors— Our Inputs 
 The sensors S0 through S31 do not need to be configured or defined in any way.  
The compiler knows what they are and where to get their values from.  You can use these 
as inputs to your logic.  Do not use sensor name as an output of a gate, as it will not work 
as you expect. Note that the LEDs above the sockets for the sensor wires will be on when 
the car detects a 1 (white tape) and off for a 0 (black tape).  For unused sensor, the LED 
is going to be held low by the microcontroller. 
 The sensors C0 through C7 are different from the S sensors.  These sensors can be 
configured to act like the comparator module and detect the colored tape on the track.  By 
default, these sensors will act like the S sensors; however, the microcontroller cannot 
control the LEDs like the S sensor when not in use.  You may notice the LEDs next to 
connected sensors turn on and off with the connected port, but this is normal and has no 
effect on the car’s performance.  The LEDs operate the same way as the S sensors 
otherwise.  When a C sensor is configured to act as a color detector, the LED at the 
bottom of the carboard still operates normally so the LED may or may not be on when 
over colored tape.  To compensate for this we have some red LEDs on the right side of 
the car higher up to alert you if the C sensor sees the color or not.  The LED is on if the C 
sensor sees the color tape and off when it does not. 
 
Motor Controls— Our Outputs 
 Our car has four output bits, two for each motor, that need to be driven by some 
sort of logic.  Each motor has an on/off bit and direction bit.  The names for these bits are 
given in the table below.  The on/off bit controls if the motor is on or off.  If the on/off bit 
is 1, the motor is running.  When the on/off bit is 0, the motor is off.  The direction bit 
controls which direction the motor turns.  For directional bits, 1 means the motor goes 
forward if on.  0 means the motor goes in reverse. 
 
Netlist Name Meaning 
MLD Motor Left Direction 
MLO Motor Left On/Off 
MRD Motor Right Direction 
MRO Motor Right On/Off 
Note: It is possible to tie motor outputs to a constant.  You may want to do this with the 
directional bits if you want the car to only go forward. 
 
Configuration 
 There are a few things on the car that need to be configured depending on your 
design.  The model of the generic configuration line is the following: 
Cname TYPE option1 option2 
  To explain the line in detail, the first word is name of the line that must 
start with the letter C.  The next portion is the type of what you are configuring.  The 
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options are PWM, Color, or LED.  Depending on the type, the option1 and option2 fields 
may need to be included.  These are explained below with each type. 
 
You have to specify if you want to drive the pulse width modulation (PWM) controls.  
Without this the car will have a fixed speed that can be set with the LCD screen and 
keypad.  Adding the line adds more outputs, which are described in the PWM section 
below. 
 
Here is an example of code that turns on the PWM outputs: 
CPwmOn PWM 
 
Another part that needs to be configured is the color detection.  By default C0 
through C7 are configured as digital inputs.  Turning this on causes the microcontroller to 
detect voltage of the sensor and determine if it is with the range of the colored tape.  
Remember you need to make sure the sensor height is such that the colored tape reads 
~2.5 V.  After configuring the color sensor, its value corresponds to if the colored tape is 
under the sensor or not.  When the configured C sensor is over the colored tape, it will 
equal 1.  The specified C sensor will equal 0 when it is over the black table or white tape.  
Also this configuration will cause the corresponding red LED on the right side of the 
board to light up when colored tape is detected.  The top LED is for C0 and proceeds 
down in order from there.  The bottom two LEDs are not used.  
 
In our language color detection is defined as follows: 
Cname Color Sensor# 
 The first thing is the name that starts with C.  The word color must appear next to 
let the compiler know that you are configuring a color sensor.  Lastly the Sensor# must 
appear to identify the sensor you want to turn on as color detection. 
 
Example of configuring C3 as color detection sensor: 
Cc3 Color 3 
 
 The last thing that can be configured is the LEDs on the LCD panel.  The top red 
LED is a power LED that is on when the car is on.  The middle red and yellow LEDs can 
be controlled by your logic.  This allows you to check the signals within your logic as the 
car progresses on the track. 
 
The format of LED configuration line is: 
Cname LED Color Net 
 The first element is the name that must begin with C like any configuration line.  
LED comes next to tell the compiler you are configuring an LED.  Color is for the color 
of the LED you are controlling. The options are Red for the middle LED or Yellow for 
the bottom LED. 
 
An example of using net split to control the yellow LED: 
Cyel LED Yellow Split 
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Color Detection 
 Our language has a very simple way to specify the color detection.  The 
microcontroller that this code will be running on has a module in it that works like the 
analog comparator module used in lab.  However, unlike our module, there is no extra 
logic needed.  The C sensors in the middle of car are the only sensors that can read the 
analog value of the sensors.  When configured, C is 1 when it is over the colored tape and 
0 otherwise.  By default, these are like the rest of the digital sensors unless you configure 
them differently.  The configuration directions are in the previous section. 
 
Comments 
 One thing that most programming languages have is comments.  This allows you 
to add text to a file to explain what it is doing, for record keeping, or just because you 
can.  Our language has this ability as well. If you want a line of text ignored, you start it 
with a #. 
 
Gates 
Our language defines logic gates as follows: 
Gname TYPE Number_of_Inputs OutputNet Input_Node_0 
Input_Node_1 ...  
 To type the line to define a gate, do the following.  First you type the name that 
starts with G.  Next comes the type of the gate, which is one of the following: AND, 
NAND, NOR, OR, XOR, XNOR, or Inverter.  Then comes the number of inputs, N, 
which for all gates except inverter must have N≥2.  The name of the output node is listed 
next.  Finally the input node names are listed.  The inputs can be listed in any order as 
logic gates input order does not matter. 
 
So here is an example of a 3 input NOR gate which connects 3 sensors to the left CA. 
Gexample  NOR  3  CA-L  S0  S3  S2 
 
Schematic of the line of code above 
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However inverters do not need to specify the number of inputs as it is implied by the 
type; it can be included if desired, but must be 1.  Both examples below describe the 
same inverter. 
 Ginv  Inverter 1 CA-L S3 
 Ginv  Inverter CA-L S3 
 
Multiplexers (MUX) 
Multiplexers are defined as follows:  
Xname Number_of_Inputs OutputNet SelectN ... Select0 Input0 
... Input2eN 
 Here is how to write a line to define a multiplexer.  First is the name of the MUX 
which must start with an X.  Next comes number of inputs of the MUX, which must be a 
power of 2, meaning the number of inputs must equal 2N for any positive integer N≥1.  
Therefore the number of selection lines is N.  Next comes the output node name.  After 
that the N selection line inputs come from most significant bit (MSB) to least significant 
bit (LSB)— in other words, the order you normally write binary numbers.  Finally come 
the 2N input node names starting with In0, then In1… to In2N. 
 
Here is an example multiplexer: (Nav, Split, and Stop are the outputs of gates not shown) 
 Xex 4 CA-R S3 C0 Nav Split 0 Stop 
In0
In1
In2
In3
Out
S0S1
Xex
CA-R
C0
S3
0
Nav
Split
Stop
 
Schematic of code above 
 
Latch 
Latches are defined as follows: 
Lname Output_Node D Clock 
 To explain the line, first comes the name of the latch, which must start with an L.  
Nex, the output net name that is connected to the Q output of the latch.  Then the net that 
is connected to the data input, D, of the latch is listed.  Finally the net that is connected to 
the Clock input of the latch is listed. 
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Here is an example of a latch:  (Clk is generated by another part in the circuit.) 
 Lex Csave C3 Clk 
 
 
Flip-Flops (FF) 
Flip-flops are defined as follows: 
Fname TYPE OutputNet Input0 Input1 Input2 
 To write a flip-flop line, first you type the name that starts with F.  Next is the 
type of the flip-flop, which is either JK or D in our language.  Then the output node name 
that is connected to the Q of the flip-flop is specified.  Next are the two inputs of the flip-
flop.  For a D flip-flop, Input0 is D, Input1 is the Clock, and Input2 is not needed and 
ignored.  For JK flip-flops, Input0 is J, Input1 is K, and Input2 is Clock.  Our flip-flops 
are rising edge sensitive. 
 
Note:   Our JK flip-flops do not require a clock signal.  If you do not include a clock 
signal, the flip-flop will act as if it has received a clock edge whenever any sensor input 
changes. 
 
Here is an example of D flip-flop: (Clk is output of something else in the circuit) 
 FexD D MLO D Clk 
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Here is an example of JK flip-flop with a clock: (Clk is output of something else in the 
circuit) 
 FexJK JK MLO S0 S2 Clk 
 
Here is an example of JK flip-flop without a clock: (CK is output of something else in the 
circuit) 
 FClkLess JK MRO S25 CK 
 
 
Pulse Width Modulator (PWM) 
 You can decide to control the PWM bits directly with logic.  However you must 
first include a configuration line that lets the compiler know you want to control the 
PWM.  The PWM modules in the microcontroller are similar to the PWM modules that 
you used in lab 9, but they have some extra features.  First this PWM has 8 bits to control 
the duty cycle, but the larger the value the higher the duty cycle.  Also you can control 
the period of with another set of 8 bits. Just like our PWM module if the duty cycle bits 
are 00000000, the motor will be off regardless of the motor’s on/off bit.  The period bits 
have some quirks.  00000000 is the largest period, which is 256 times larger than the 
smallest period which is 00000001.  00000010 is two times longer than 00000001.  This 
pattern repeats up to 11111111 which is 255 times longer than 00000001.   
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 The naming scheme for the PWM bits is the following PSC#.  P denotes that it is 
a PWM bit.  S is replaced with the side to be controlled.  L stands for left and R is for 
right.  Next the C is replaced with which aspect you are controlling.  D is for duty cycle 
and P for period.  Lastly the # is replaced with the bit number.  There are 8 bits numbered 
0 to 7.  7 is the most significant bit (MSB) and 0 the least significant bit (LSB).  An 
example: PLD1 is the 2nd LSB of the duty cycle on the left side.   
Note:  If you decide to drive the PWM outputs, you must drive all 32 of the PWM 
outputs. 
 The figure below shows how the PWM module is connected to the CAB and with 
the motor on/off bit in the microcontroller. 
 
 
Summary of Definitions 
Configuration 
Cname PWM 
 Turns on PWM outputs for both motors 
Cname Color Sensor# 
 Makes CSensor# a color detector input 
Cname LED Color Net 
 Color: Red or Yellow for  LED you want to specify 
 Net: the name of the net that controls the LED 
 
Gates 
Gname TYPE NumOfInputs OutputNet Input0 Input1 ...  
 TYPEs:  AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, NXOR, Inverter 
 NumOfInputs:  must be ≥2 for all gates but Inverter 
 
Multiplexers (MUX) 
Xname NumOfInputs OutputNet SelectN ... Select0 Input0 ... 
Input2eN 
 NumOfInputs:  Must be 2N for any positive integer N≥1 
 SelectN-Select0:  N selection lines of MUX 
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Latch 
Lname OutputNet D Clock 
 D:  Data input 
 Clock:  Clock input 
 
Flip-Flop (FF) 
Fname TYPE OutputNet Input0 Input1 Input2 
 TYPEs:  D, JK 
 Output_Node:  Q output of FF 
For D Flip-Flops 
 Input0:  D 
 Input1:  Clock 
 Input2:  Not used 
For JK Flip-Flops 
 Input0:  J 
 Input1:  K 
 Input2:  Clock 
 
Sensors 
S0 S1 S2 S3…S29 S30 S31 
 S# are the output from a sensor connected to that sensor port 
C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 
 If the sensor is not configured as color detecting 
 
Color Detection 
C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 
 C# is 1 if the sensor connect to the sensor port sees the colored part of the track 
 Must be setup with a configuration line:  Ccolor Color 0   sets up C0 as 
color detecting 
 
Motor Controls 
MSC 
 M- to acknowledge motor control bit 
 S- side to control (L for left or R for right) 
 C- what to control (D for direction or O for on/off) 
 Direction bits- 1 means forward, 0 means reverse 
 On/Off bits- 1 means on, 0 means off 
 
 
 
Pulse Width Modulator (PWM) 
PSC# 
 P- to acknowledge PWM control bit 
 S- side to control (L for left or R for right) 
 C- what to control (D for duty or P for period) 
 #- what bit in value (0 to 7) 
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Note:  If duty=00000000, the motor will be off regardless of on/off bit.  The motor on/off 
bit still controls the motor on or off if the duty is not 00000000. 
 
Comments 
# anything following is ignored 
 
Full Example 
Here is code for a full example of a design below. This is a basic tape-avoiding design 
with stop detection and split navigation. Note that the lines that start with # are comments 
and the computer ignores these lines, which are there for you to better understand the 
code. 
 
# Configuration for Color Detection 
Cc0 Color 0 
 
# Navigation is Tape Avoiding 
GNotS0 Inverter NotS0 S0 
GNotS2 Inverter NotS2 S2 
# Split Detection 
GSplit AND 3 Split S0 S2 NotS1 
GNotS1 Inverter NotS1 S1 
# Stop Detection 
GStop AND 3 Stop S0 S1 S2 
 
# Basic MUX Design to combine 
GNotC0 Inverter NotC0 C0 
XL 4 MLO STOP SPLIT NOTS2 C0 0 0 
XR 4 MRO STOP SPLIT NOTS0 NOTC0 0 0 
# Treat CAB’s as CA’s 
MLD 1 
MRD True 
# Probing MUX’s select lines 
Cr LED RED Stop 
Cy LED Yellow Split 
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Schematic of code above (Note: crossed lines are connected only when there is a 
connection dot) 
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